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training him as an athlete; but the victories he actually achieved
\vere won with his pen.
Religion in Greece was not, of course, confined to special
occasions of crisis or perplexity. In one way or another it
entered into nearly every department of daily life. Thus, no
Greek would ever drink a cup of wine without first pouring out
a few drops on the floor as a libation to some god. Particular
deities were frequently invoked in accordance with the belief in
their special powers and properties. If a man dug up a coin in
his garden,he would offer thanks to Hermes, the god of treasure-
trove. If he set forth on a voyage, he would put up a prayer to
Poseidon, the god of the Ocean. Each craft-guild, as we have
seen, had its patron-deity and would offer common worship
and sacrifice at fixed times. Women, too, held ritual celebrations
to which no male was admitted. Many of the national festivals
were of an agricultural origin, and were intended to secure
divine favour for crops or vintage. The peasantry, as we have
said, were especially superstitious. They would observe certain
days as propitious for sowing or other operations; and every
month at the new moon would anoint themselves with oil.
There was one festival, called the Apaturia, which was specially
concerned with the ties of blood-relationship. On this occasion
families and clans forgathered. Newly born children were
presented as it were for christening; and feasts were held at
which sausages were consumed in enormous quantities. Pigs
were very commonly used as victims, as being best suited to
the poor man's purse; but in state ceremonies, such as the
Panathenaea, oxen were also sacrificed.
Tradition is slow to die. Even to-day the Greek peasant,
when he takes his wine, seldom fails first to pour a few drops
into the glass and tip them out ceremoniously upon the floor.
He is probably quite unaware of .the significance of his act;
but the pagan origin of the custom cannot stand in any doubt.
Nevertheless, though pagan customs may linger, paganism and

